Weight (kg)

Min Sheet Width (mm)

Min Sheet Length (mm)

Max Sheet Width (mm)

Max Sheet Length (mm)

Min Sheet Weight (g/sm)

Max Sheet Weight (g/sm)

940

1150

310

125

125

580

1040

40

700

110/230 15,000

1675

1095

1150

400

125

125

735

1040

40

700

110/230 15,000

1675

1250

1150

460

125

125

890

1040

40

700

110/230 15,000

1675

1410

1150

530

125

125

1040

1040

40

700

110/230 15,000

1800

940

1150

410

125

125

580

1040

40

700

110/230 15,000

1800

1095

1150

500

125

125

735

1040

40

700

110/230 15,000

1800

1250

1150

560

125

125

890

1040

40

700

110/230 15,000

1800

1410

1150

630

125

125

1040

1040

40

700

110/230 15,000

Max Speed A5 (s/hr)

Height (mm)

1675

Power Supply (volts)

Width (mm)

24"
600mm
30"
Rollaway
750mm
36"
Single Head 900mm
42"
1050mm
24"
600mm
30"
Rollaway
750mm
36"
Double Head 900mm
42"
1050mm

Length (mm)

MODEL

Machine Size

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Rollem Rollaway

The Rollaway - a fully
mobile automatic perforator,
creaser and slitter that’s flexible in
every direction.

The Ultimate Finishing Machines

The Common, Ecclesfield, Sheffield, South Yorkshire, UK, S35 9WN

The most profitable and accurate way to perf,

tel +44 (0)114 246 8981 fax +44 (0)114 246 5487 sales@rollem.co.uk www.rollem.co.uk

score, slit and semi-slit.

Labour
The fully mobile and

Simply, the Rollaway does a better job faster. If you

automatic machine

perf in quantity, you cannot afford to be without

gives a tremendous

this machine, you owe it to yourself and your

field of application.

company’s profits.

The Rollaway - a mobile
fully automatic
perforator, creaser and

The Rollaway

slitter that's flexible in

saves time, saves

every direction, which

labour, does a

ever way you look at it.

better job - faster

It’s a winning decision.

Space Saving

We’ve got the solution to your space, time and

Time

labour problems all completely solved . . . introducing

The Rollaway has been engineered to cope with

a Rollem success story, ‘The Rollaway’.

the rigours of speed demands - with your complete

companion to complement your existing machinery

The Rollem Rollaway

overall control, saving valuable operators’ time plus
the added benefit of no double stock handling.

investment - no matter what position they’re placed

The Rollaway gives a tremendous field of application.
Cost savings abound with operators’ time reductions
and machine investments. The Rollaway is a fully
mobile and automatic machine that has been specially

The Rollaway has been designed specifically for
portability and can easily be used as the perfect

in or type of flooring you’ve got - the Rollaway is

Independent and Versatile
fully height adjustable to suit all applications.What’s
It can be used as an independent unit complete for
more, there’s an extra benefit of saving even more

manual feeding.The Rollaway perfs, creases and slits

valuable space. Normally the stock would be

direct from the press or

designed, and is ideally suited in offering added

other machine delivery in

value printing benefits to your clients.You can perf,

either of two directions.

awaiting perf, creasing and/or slitting - not anymore

High accuracy comes

Changing from one

with the Rollaway, it allows all three operations to

automatic strike perf, score, slit, strike slit and semi-

as standard backed by

press to another in a

be done simultaneously or singularly on a wide

slit all at the touch of a button and with high Rollem

the acclaimed Rollem

matter of minutes.

variety of printed stock.

accuracy. It’ll give you that all important edge in

name for excellence.

increased business profitability.
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Rollaway the perfect mobile finish
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score, slit and semi-slit.

DIAL-A-FEED
PILE FEEDER

This unit has its own dual air system,
sealed bearings, electronic pile height
control, DC drive speed control, large
stock capacity, and can be self-installed
and easy to operate. Can be used as an
off-line feeder to almost any machine.
Rolls up to any in-line folder/ gluer
machine and eliminates all friction feeder
markings with a pile suction air system.
Available in 30”, 36” and 42” widths.

THE FINISHING EXPERTS
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